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Abstract We present a computational model that generates
listening behaviour for a virtual agent. It triggers backchannel signals according to the user’s visual and acoustic behaviour. The appropriateness of the backchannel algorithm
in a user-agent situation of storytelling, has been evaluated
by naïve participants, who judged the algorithm-ruled timing of backchannels more positively than a random timing.
The system can generate different types of backchannels.
The choice of the type and the frequency of the backchannels to be displayed is performed considering the agent’s
personality traits. The personality of the agent is defined in
terms of two dimensions, extroversion and neuroticism. We
link agents with a higher level of extroversion to a higher
tendency to perform more backchannels than introverted
ones, and we link neuroticism to less mimicry production
and more response and reactive signals sent. We run a perception study to test these relations in agent-user interactions, as evaluated by third parties. We find that the selection
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of the frequency of backchannels performed by our algorithm contributes to the correct interpretation of the agent’s
behaviour in terms of personality traits.
Keywords Embodied Conversational Agents · Listener’s
behaviour · Backchannels · Personality traits · Action
selection

1 Introduction
In the past twenty years several researchers in the humanmachine interface field have concentrated their efforts in
the development of virtual humanoid entities. These agents,
which are called Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs),
are a powerful HCI metaphor [34] and help the interaction
between human and machine: users enjoy it more, feel more
engaged, learn more, etc. [33]. Through ECAs users can interact with computers in the same way they interact with
their fellows, using channels like speech, facial expressions,
gestures (and so on) which they are used to since their birth.
To sustain natural and satisfying interactions with users,
ECAs must be endowed with human-like capabilities [8].
They must be able to exhibit appropriate behaviour while
speaking and while listening.
In this paper we focus on the listener’s behaviour and
in particular on the signals that an interlocutor can emit
while listening. In human-human communications interlocutors provide responses to show their participation in
the interaction, to push it forward and make the speaker go
on [2, 32, 44]. Similarly, in user-ECA interactions, agents
must not freeze while the user is speaking since the absence
of the appropriate behaviour would deteriorate the quality
of the interaction. We answer the challenge of improving
agent’s animations by introducing a new listener model that
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computes the behaviour of an agent while listening to the
user. Its novelty lies in the integration of several modalities
(acoustic, hand and face movements) with an on-line computation of behaviour to be generated in accordance with the
agent’s personality traits.
The work presented in this paper is set within the Sensitive Artificial Listening Agent (SAL) project. It is part of the
EU STREP SEMAINE project (http://www.semaine-project.
eu). Within SAL, we aim to build an autonomous real-time
ECA, endowed with recognisable personality traits, that is
able to exhibit appropriate behaviour when it plays the role
of the listener in a conversation with a user. Our listener
model has been successfully embedded in the SAL system.
To encompass the notion of personality, we introduced in
our model a listener’s action selection algorithm. Such an
algorithm works in real-time to choose the type and the frequency of signals to be displayed by the ECA in accordance
with its personality. The algorithm is based on the extroversion and neuroticism dimensions of personality.
The next section provides an overview of the background
concepts we refer to in this work: personality and listener’s
behaviour. Section 3 is a brief description of related work.
In Sect. 4 we present the real-time system architecture.
Sections 5 and 6 describe in more details respectively the
module that generates the listener’s behaviour and the action selection algorithm. The perception studies that we performed to evaluate our system are presented and discussed
in Sect. 7.

2 Background
2.1 Personality
Studies have shown that agents that exhibit personality traits
are more believable. In particular, Nass et al. [29] showed
that people react to agents endowed with personality characteristics in the same manner they would react to humans
with similar personalities. Moreover people are able to identify a virtual agent’s personality from verbal and non-verbal
cues and they prefer to interact with agents that exhibit
a consistent behaviour: for example, when an extroverted
agent shows typical extroverted traits both in its verbal and
non-verbal cues [22]. People know what to expect and the
agent’s consistency gives them a feeling of confidence. Several psychological models are currently proposed to define
human personality. The Big Five [42], based on empirical
findings, considers five personality dimensions: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extroversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism. Another model, proposed by Wiggins et al. [43],
defines traits based on Affiliation and Dominance, that determine a two-dimensional space where a circular structure
can be defined.
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Trait models of personality assume that traits influence
behaviour, and that they are fundamental properties of an
individual. We base our work on a dimensional perception
of personality [27].
We focus on the extroversion-introversion and the neuroticism-emotional stability dimensions (as defined by [13,
18]), which are central to major trait theories and for which
we can formulate concrete predictions in terms of behaviour,
such as mimicry or quantity of movement. On the individual differences level it has been shown that empathic
individuals exhibit mimicry of postures, mannerisms, and
facial expressions of others to a greater extent than not
empathic individuals [11]. Similar results were confirmed
by [37, 38]. Researchers have shown that in general mimicry
helps to make the interaction an easier and more pleasant
experience improving the feeling of empathy [12]. Empathy
is the capability to share or interpret correctly another being’s emotions and feelings [14]. As according to Eysenck
[19] neuroticism is negatively correlated with empathy, high
neuroticism is negatively related to the level of mimicry
behaviour. Eisenberg has also shown that characteristics associated with neuroticism have been linked to reduced levels of empathic-responding [15, 16]. Researchers have also
shown that high extroversion is associated with greater levels of gesturing, more frequent head nods, and a great speed
of movement [7].
2.2 Listener behaviour
To assure a successful communication, listeners must provide responses about both the content of the speaker’s
speech and the communication itself. A listener has to show
his/her participation in the interaction in order to push it forward and make the speaker go on. In fact, whenever people listen to somebody, they do not assimilate passively all
the words, but they assume an active role in the interaction showing before all that they are attending the exchange
of communication. According to the listener’s behaviour,
the speaker can estimate how his/her interlocutor is reacting and can decide how to carry on the interaction. One of
the first studies about the expressive behaviours shown by
people while interacting has been presented by Yngve [44].
His work focused mainly on those signals used to manage turn-taking, both by the speaker and the listener. To
describe this type of signals, Yngve introduced the term
“backchannel”. In this conception, backchannels are defined
as non-intrusive acoustic and visual signals provided by the
listener during the speaker’s turn. According to Allwood
et al. [2] and Poggi [32], acoustic and visual backchannel
signals provide information about the basic communicative
functions, as perception, attention, interest, understanding,
attitude (e.g., belief, liking and so on) and acceptance towards what the speaker is saying. For instance, the inter-
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locutor can show that he is paying attention but not understanding. A particular form of backchannel is the mimicry
of the speaker’s behavior. By mimicry we mean the behavior displayed by an individual who does what another person
does [3]. We are interested in this type of backchannels since
studies have shown that mimicry, when not exaggerated to
the point of mocking, has several positive influences, making the interaction an easier and more pleasant experience
and improving the feeling of engagement [9, 11, 12]. When
fully engaged in an interaction, mimicry of behaviours between interactants may occur [24].

3 State of the art: listener models for ECAs
First approaches to the implementation of a listener model
considered pauses in the speaker’s speech as a good timing to provide a backchannel signal. Thórisson [39] developed a talking head, named Gandalf, capable of interacting with users using acoustic and visual signals. To generate backchannels, the system evaluates the duration of the
pauses in the speaker’s speech. A backchannel (a short utterance or a head nod) is displayed when a pause, longer
than 110 ms, is detected. Gandalf, provided with a face and
a hand, has knowledge about the solar system and its interaction with users consists in providing information about
the universe. Similarly, Cassell et al. [8] developed a listener
model that provides a backchannel signal each time the user
makes pause longer than 500 ms. The signal consists in paraverbals (e.g. “m mh”), head nods or a short statements such
as “I see”. This model has been implemented in the Real Estate Agent (REA). REA is a virtual humanoid whose task
consists in showing users the characteristics of houses displayed behind her. Later on, evidences for the assumption
that often backchannel signals are provided at pauses were
provided by Ward and Tsukahara [41]. Their studies showed
that backchannel signals are provided when the speaker talks
with a low pitch lasting 110 ms after 700 ms of speech and
provided that backchannel has not been displayed within the
preceding 800 ms.
Maatman et al. [25] proposed a model that, to determine
when a backchannel signal should be displayed, took into
account not only acoustic information in the speaker’s voice
but also visual cues in the speaker’s behaviour. From the literature they derived a list of useful rules to predict when
a backchannel can occur according to the user’s acoustic
and visual behaviour. They concluded, for example, that
backchannel signals (like head nods or short verbal responses that invite the speaker to go on) appear at a pitch
variation in speaker’s voice; listener’s frowns, body movements and shifts of gaze are produced when the speaker
shows uncertainty. Mimicry behaviour is often displayed by
the listener during the interaction; for example, the listener
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mimics posture shifts, gaze shifts, head movements and facial expressions. This model was applied on the Listening
Agent [25], developed at the Institute for Creative Technologies in California.
Morency et al. [28] introduced a machine learning
method to find the speaker’s multimodal features that are
important and can affect timing of the agent backchannel.
The system uses a sequential probabilistic model for learning to predict and generate real-time backchannel signals.
The model is designed to work with two sequential probabilistic models: the Hidden Markov Model and the Conditional Random Field. Backchannels comprehend signals
like head nods, head shakes, head rolls and gaze shifts.
Kopp et al. [23] were more interested in a listener model
that generates backchannel signals in a pertinent and reasonable way to the statements and the questions asked by a user.
Their model is based on reasoning and deliberative processing that plans how and when the agent must react according to its intentions, beliefs and desires. Backchannels are
triggered solely according to the written input that the user
types on a keyboard. The timing is determined applying the
end-of-utterance detection, since listener’s signals are often
emitted on phrase boundaries. This model has been tested
with Max, a virtual human developed at the A.I. Group at
Bielefeld University. While interacting with a user, Max is
able to display multimodal backchannels (like head nods,
shakes, tilts and protrusions with various repetitions and a
different quality of movement).
As most of the models presented so far, in this work we
propose a listener model to generate backchannels according to the user’s acoustic and visual behaviour, however we
are particularly interested in the form of backchannel signals and the communicative functions they can transmit. We
aim at implementing virtual agents that through their signals show not only that they are listening but also what they
are “thinking” of the speaker’s speech. Moreover, previous
models do not take into account different agents with different personality traits. In this work we propose a first approach to encompass the notion of personality in a listener
model.

4 System architecture
Our system uses the SEMAINE API, a distributed multiplatform component integration framework for real-time interactive systems [35]. The architecture of the whole system is shown in Fig. 1. The modules in gray are part of
the listener model presented in this work. User’s acoustic and visual cues are extracted by analyser modules and
then used by the interpreters to derive the system’s current
best guess regarding the state of the user and the dialogue.
This information and the user’s acoustic and visual cues are
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Fig. 1 Architecture of the whole system. The modules in gray are part
of the listener model presented in this paper

used to generate the agent’s behaviour both while speaking
and listening. The Dialogue Manager module determines
when the agent should take the turn and which sentence it
can utter, whereas the Listener Intent Planner module triggers signals while the agent is listening. Then, these signals,
called backchannels [44], are filtered by the Action Selection module depending on the agent’s personality. Then, the
Behaviour Planner module computes a list of adequate behavioural signals for each communicative function the agent
aims to transmit through a backchannel or a sentence. The
mapping between a communicative function and the set of
behaviours that conveys it is defined in a lexicon. We defined a lexicon for each SAL character partly through perception tests [5] and partly by analyzing videos of human
interactions in the SEMAINE database [26]. Afterwards, the
behavioural signals are realised by the Behaviour Realizer
module according to the agent’s behavioural characteristics.
Finally, the agent’s animation is rendered by a 3D character
player.
More information about the whole architecture and the
flow of data between modules can be found in [36]. In this
work we focus on the Listener Intent Planner and Action
Selection modules that are involved in the generation of the
backchannel signals while the agent is in the role of the listener. These two modules are detailed in the following two
sections.

5 Listener Intent Planner
The Listener Intent Planner (LIP) module computes the
agent’s behaviour while being a listener conversing with a
user. Its task consists in deciding when a backchannel signal
should be emitted and in determining the types of backchannel the agent could perform. Then it will be up to the Action
Selection module to decide which backchannel will be actually displayed.
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To trigger a backchannel the LIP module needs information about the user’s behaviour. Research has shown that
there is a strong correlation between the triggering of some
backchannel signals and the visual and acoustic behaviours
performed by the speaker [25, 41]. Models have been elaborated to predict when a backchannel signal could be triggered based on a statistical analysis of the speaker’s behaviours [25, 28, 41]. We use a similar approach and we
have fixed some probabilistic rules based on the literature
to prompt a backchannel signal when certain speaker’s behaviours are recognized; for example, a raising pitch elicits both vocal and gestural backchannels with a probability
higher than 0.9854 [4].
To identify those behaviours of the user that could elicit
a backchannel from the agent, the user’s acoustic and visual
behaviours are continuously tracked through a video camera and a microphone. Audio and visual applications can
be connected to our system to provide information about
head movements, facial actions, acoustic cues like pauses
and pitch variation of the user’s voice. In the SEMAINE
project the Listener Intent Planner has been connected with
video analysis applications [20, 40] and with audio analysis applications [17]. The triggering rules have been defined
through an XML-based language and are written in an external file uploaded at the beginning of the interaction. So far
we have defined rules for head movements (like nods, shakes
and tilts), facial actions (like smile, raising eyebrows and
frown) and acoustic cues (raising/lowering pitch, silence);
however, by using an XML-based language, the set of rules
can be easily modified or extended. To take into account the
user’s signals analysed by new applications, we can add new
rules in the external file without modifying the source code.
Moreover, we can easily modify the probability associated
to those user’s behaviours that can trigger a backchannel signal. The definition of a rule is a triplet:
RULE = (name; usersignals; backchannels);
in which:
– Name is the unique name of the rule.
– User-signals is the list of the user’s signals that must be
detected to trigger the rule.
– Backchannels contains the possible types of backchannels
that can be triggered with a certain probability when the
rule is applied.
The example in Fig. 2 shows the rule triggered when a
user’s head nod is detected.
Another reason for associating probabilities to the rules
is that it allows us to define agents that react differently to a user during an interaction. For example, we
can define agents that have high probability to provide
a lot of backchannels and that respond especially to the
user’s acoustic signals. Probabilities could vary according
to agent’s personality, mood and even culture.
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Fig. 2 Example of triggering rule

When a user’s behavior satisfies one of the rules a
backchannel is triggered. The LIP modules can generate
three types of backchannels: reactive signals, response signals and mimicry. Our agent can emit reactive backchannels that are signals derived from perception processing: the
agent reacts to the speaker’s behaviour or speech, generating automatic behaviour. Moreover, our agent can provide response backchannels that are signals generated by
cognitive processing: the agent responds to the speaker’s
behaviour or speech performing a more aware behaviour.
These backchannels are a type of attitudinal signals that the
agent shows to provide information about what it “thinks”
about the user’s speech. Previous listener models have
mainly considered reactive backchannels, whereas in this
work we aim at creating a virtual listener able to transmit its
communicative functions through backchannel signals. Response signals are used to show, for example, that the agent
agrees or disagrees with the user, or that it believes but at
the same time refuses the speaker’s message. Another type
of signals that our system can generate as backchannel is
the mimicry of user’s non verbal behaviours. As described
previously in this paper, studies have shown that mimicry,
when not exaggerated to the point of mocking, has several
positive influences on interactions; for such a reason we are
interested in this type of behavior.
Response/Reactive sub-module The Response/Reactive
sub-module generates both response and reactive backchannel signals. In order to generate these types of backchannels,
information about what the agent “thinks” of the speaker’s
speech is needed. This information is provided in the agent’s
mental state that describes whether or not the agent agrees
or believes and so on. We define the mental state as a set of
communicative functions that the agent wishes to transmit
during an interaction. We consider twelve communicative
functions, a subset chosen from the taxonomies proposed by
Allwood et al. [2] and by Poggi [32]: agree, accept, interest,
like, believe and their opposites. For each communicative
function the value of the importance the agent attributes to
it is defined. Such a value is a number between 0 and 1,
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where 0 represents the minimum importance whereas 1 indicates that the agent gives to the corresponding communicative function the maximum importance. In this work we
provide a representation of the agent’s mental state although
we do not supply a system that computes it, however we implemented our listener model to be easily connected to this
type of systems in order to update the value of the agent’s
mental state according to the evolution of the interaction.
For example we connected our listener module to a cognitive system implemented within the SEMAINE Project.
When a backchannel is triggered, the Response/Reactive
sub-module generates a response backchannel that contains
all the communicative functions in the agent’s mental state
that have a value of importance higher than zero. It will
be up to the Behaviour Planner to select the adequate behaviours to display for each communicative function [6].
The selection is done according to the importance associated to each communicative function and the mapping between the given function and a set of behavioural signals
that convey it. Such a mapping has been defined through
perception tests that we performed in previous studies [5]:
for example, the communicative function “accept” can be
mapped in a combination of head nod, smile, raise eyebrows and several paraverbals like a-ah, yeah, right and so
on. If no communicative functions have an importance value
higher than zero, this module generates a reactive backchannel: an automatic reaction to the user’s behaviour that simply shows contact and perception. This type of backchannel is translated in those typical continuer signals, like head
nods and raise eyebrows, that have been studied in the literature [1, 10, 31]. The agent’s mental state could be undefined, for example, when the agent does not want to show
any particular attitudinal signal or when no cognitive system
is connected to our system and, as a consequence, no information about the agent’s reaction towards the interaction can
be provided.
Mimicry sub-module This sub-module generates the mimicry of the detected user’s non-verbal behaviours as backchannel signals. This type of backchannel can be seen as a
subset of the reactive and response backchannels: while listening the interlocutor can display signals of mimicry both at
perception level, as a reaction of the user’s behaviour, and at
cognitive level, consciously deciding to imitate the speaker
(for example to appear more likeable [3]). However, because
of its particular form (that is, the copy of some user’s visual behaviours) we decide to compute it in a different submodule. When a backchannel is triggered by a user’s visual
cue (such as a head nod or a smile and so on), the Mimicry
sub-module generates a signal that consists in the mimic of
the same visual behaviour. No acoustic mimicry is considered in this model.
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Table 1 Setting of BC priority and frequency for the four SAL agents
Obadiah

Poppy

Prudence

Spike

BC type

0.2

0.65

0.85

0.1

BC frequency

0.15

0.95

0.2

0.75

cording to the two dimensions of the personality, we base
our choices on the following assumptions:
H1: the extroversion dimension is associated to the frequency of the backchannels (mimicry and reactive/
response backchannels). Poppy (outgoing) should perform more backchannels and Obadiah (pessimistic)
less [7].
H2: the emotional stability dimension is linked to the type
of backchannels displayed by the ECA (mimicry tendency) [15]. Prudence (reliable) should mimic more
than Spike (aggressive) [12, 38].

Fig. 3 Eysenck’s two dimensional representation and our hypothesis
of its implication on tendency to mimicry and number of backchannels.
Example of deduction for Obadiah

6 Action Selection
The Action Selection (AS) module receives all possible actions coming from the Listener Intent Planner and the Dialogue Manager (see Fig. 1). The principal role of the Action
Selection module is to filter backchannels according to personality of the agent.
In the SEMAINE Project, four SAL characters have been
designed with their own personality traits. Poppy is outgoing and cheerful; Spike is aggressive and argumentative;
Prudence is reliable and pragmatic; and Obadiah is pessimistic and gloomy. We have defined their respective traits
(and associated behaviour tendencies) based on a dimensional approach. We have situated these traits on the dimensions of extroversion and neuroticism (emotional instability). They are important dimensions in all major theories
of personality. We use the circle representation validated by
Eysenck [18] for the four SAL characters (see Fig. 3).
In order to define parameters for the Action Selection
module in terms of frequency and type of backchannels ac-

We designed a circle equivalent to Eysenck’s representation, where the frequency of backchannels axis is similar
to Eysenck’s extroversion axis and the type of backchannel
axis (tendency to perform mimicry over reactive/response
backchannels) is similar to the emotion stability axis. Although the parameters of the AS module are not easy to
tune, we can easily set frequency and type of backchannels
for our listener backchannel selection by following the two
hypotheses. On the horizontal axis, 0 corresponds to block
all the backchannels coming from the LIP and 1 to let all of
them pass to be displayed by the agent. 0.5 corresponds to a
moderate frequency of backchannels. Their number depends
of the non-verbal behaviours and the voice variation of the
users. On the vertical axis, 1 corresponds to favour mimicry
over reactive/response backchannels and 0 to favour reactive/response backchannels over mimicry in term of priority
for the AS module. 0.5 corresponds to have no preference
on the type of backchannels to be displayed by the agent.
We proceed by locating the personality trait on Eysenck’s
representation and by translating to our graph we obtain
values for the frequency and priority of backchannels. For
example, Obadiah (pessimistic) performs few backchannels
(15 % of all backchannels received from the Listener Intent
Planner) and more reactive/response backchannels (80 %)
than mimicry (20 %). Poppy who is outgoing, performs a lot
of backchannels (95 % of all backchannels received) and a
little more mimicry (65 %) than reactive/response backchannels (35 %). We obtain parameters for the Action Selection
module according to the four personalities (see Table 1).
They are coherent with the SEMAINE corpus [26] and the
literature [7, 12].
Backchannel types Backchannel selection is event-based
and is done in real-time. Actions can be a mix of several
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backchannels if there are no conflicts on the same modality. Only one action can be displayed by the ECA at a
given time and the AS module receives continuously candidate backchannels. When the ECA is already displaying
an action, no choices are made. The action selection algorithm waits until the display of the current action is over
before selecting another one to be displayed. These candidate backchannels received during this time are queued
and used during the next selection pass. The choice is made
when conflicts appear between modalities of backchannels
in the queue. A highly emotionally stable agent shows
more mimicry behaviours [11, 37] while a highly emotionally unstable agent shows more reactive/responsive behaviours [16, 30]. The priority value for each backchannel
coming from the LIP is modified according to our hypothesis H2. It increases or decreases the priorities for certain type
of backchannels (mimicry or reactive/response backchannels) based on the agent’s personality (degree of neuroticism). The difficulty lies in the computation of these priorities. Finally backchannels with a high priority have a greater
chance to be chosen by the selection algorithm to be displayed by the agent.
Backchannel frequency Based on a theoretical model [27],
we establish a correlation between the extroversion dimension and the frequency of backchannels [7]. From the
video analysis of SEMAINE corpus [26], we computed the
backchannel frequency: the highest is Poppy, then Spike,
Prudence and then Obadiah. The value of the frequency
is deduced from our model. For example, the value for
Poppy (extrovert) is 0.95 which means that the largest majority of backchannels will be displayed. In contrast, the
value for Obadiah (introvert) is 0.15 which means only
15 % of the backchannels will be displayed. When the AS
module receives a potential backchannel (mimicry or reactive/response backchannel), it calculates a probability in order to determine if the backchannel will be displayed or not,
based on the degree of the agent’s extroversion. If not, the
backchannel is not queued by the AS module.

7 Evaluation studies
To evaluate our system we conducted two perception studies. The first evaluation allowed us to asses the Listener Intent Planner module while the second one was performed to
evaluate the Action Selection module. Both evaluations consisted in showing short videos of interactions between the
user and the virtual agent. Participants had to rate them by
answering a set of questions. To create the corpus of videos
we asked a naïve user (a middle-aged woman) to tell stories (improvised from a comic book) to our virtual agent.
The agent never took the turn and it just listened to the user
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Fig. 4 Screen shot of the video clip used for the first evaluation study

displaying backchannel signals automatically generated by
our system. We manipulate two variables of the agent’s behaviour: the type and the frequency of backchannels according to four personalities (pessimistic, outgoing, reliable and
aggressive). To concentrate only on the behaviours and to
avoid having to consider extra variables, we used only one
facial model: we chose Prudence, one of the virtual agents
created within the SEMAINE Project, since she shows the
most neutral expression. The resulting videos showed both
the agent and the user, as shown in Fig. 4.
7.1 Listener Intent Planner evaluation
Since the task of the LIP consists of triggering a backchannel at appropriate times, in our evaluation we aimed at showing that the timing of the backchannels generated by the LIP
module allows for better human-agent interactions than random timing. For such a purpose we asked participants to
rate a set of user-agent interactions in terms of successfulness, a general impression of the listening agent’s behaviour
and timing of the signals.
Firstly, from our corpus of videos, we selected those
where the personality of the agent was pragmatic and where
the agent showed only positive backchannel signals (such
as head nod, head tilt, smile, raised eyebrows) to show its
participation. Then, from the resulting subset of videos, we
extracted nine clips lasting between 40 and 50 seconds. For
each clip we generated a new modified clip where the agent
was replaced by the same agent performing backchannel
signals randomly timed. The random sequences of signals
were generated by asking another user to speak to the agent.
To avoid the risk that these backchannels were not completely random, we selected the second speaker as more
different from the first one as possible. The first speaker
was a middle-aged woman who spoke slowly and moved
a lot her head. The second speaker was younger and spoke
faster. She moved less and her speaking pattern as well as
her voice intonation were quite different since her mother
tongue was not the same as the one of the first speaker.
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The agent’s behaviour was the same as in the previous interaction in terms of frequency and type of backchannels.
Each video contained 8 or 9 backchannel signals. All in all,
we prepared eighteen video clips, nine in which the agent’s
backchannels were triggered by our algorithm and nine in
which backchannel signals were given randomly, that is they
were not generated according to the user’s acoustic and visual behaviour but provided at random timing.
The videos were divided in three groups of six. Each
group contained three videos with the backchannels triggered by the LIP module and three videos with the backchannels performed randomly. We hypothesised that when the
agent’s backchannels are triggered by our algorithm:
Hp1: the interaction is judged more successful,
Hp2: the agent’s behaviour appears more believable,
Hp3: the agent is perceived to show less frequently backchannels at inappropriate times,
Hp4: the agent is perceived to miss less frequently occasions to show a backchannel at appropriate times.
We expected that our algorithm would get higher ratings
than the randomly timed backchannels on questions 1 and
2 and lower ratings on questions 3 and 4.
7.1.1 Procedure and participants
Participants accessed the evaluation study through a Web
site. The first page introduced them to the evaluation and
provided instructions. The second one asked participants
to provide some demographic information. Then six video
clips were displayed randomly one at a time. Participants
could watch a video as many times as they liked before
evaluating it through four 7-point Likert-like scales. The
four questions were similar to those proposed by Huang et
al. [21] in their study.
We asked participants to judge (1) how successful the interaction was (from not at all to absolutely), (2) how believable the listening agent’s behaviour appeared (from not
at all to absolutely), (3) how often the agent performed a
backchannel when it should have not (from very rarely to
very often) and (4) how often the agent did not show a
backchannel when it should have (from very rarely to very
often).
128 participants (87 women, 41 men) with a mean age of
32.12 years took part in the study. They were mainly from
France (75 %), and all with a good knowledge of the French
language.
7.1.2 Results
The multivariate test of differences between the types of
agent’s backchanneling (random vs algorithm) on the answers to the four questions, using the Wilks’ Lambda criteria, was statistically significant, F (4, 525) = 2.61, p <

Fig. 5 Algorithm-ruled and random backchannel means for the four
evaluated questions

0.05. There was also an effect of the presented video,
F (28, 1894) = 1.70, p < 0.05. The interaction between the
two was not significant (p > 0.05) using Wilks’ Lambda.
Each of the F-ratio transformations of the Wilks criteria
were exact.
A test of between participants effects (univariate ANOVA)
showed an effect of the presented video for questions 3
(F (7, 5.8) = 2.09, p < 0.05) and question 4 (F (7, 5.61) =
2.03, p < 0.05). There was no effect on questions 1 and 2.
There was an effect of type of backchannel (algorithm vs
random) for all except question 4 (p > 0.05). The means for
questions 1 and 2 were higher for the algorithm backchannels than the random ones. It was the opposite for question
3 and 4 respectively, that were lower in the algorithm condition than in the random condition (see Fig. 5). The effect of
the interaction of agent’s backchanneling and video had an
effect only on question 2 (F (7, 4.59) = 2.05, p < 0.05).
7.1.3 Discussion
Our major expectation has been fulfilled, as participants differentiated in their judgement the backchanneling defined
by the algorithm and the random backchanneling (i.e. from
a different storytelling context than the one presented, with
a different user). This effect was significant for three out
of four questions. Thus, participants judged the interaction
more successful and the agent more believable when the
timing of the backchannels was computed by our algorithm
than when it was randomly determined. According to the
participants’ responses, the agent shows also less frequently
backchannels at inappropriate times when ruled by the algorithm, however we did not obtain significant results for
the fourth question so we cannot affirm that with our algorithm the agent misses less frequently occasions to show a
backchannel at appropriate times.
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Although we have not formulated any hypothesis regarding the impact of the user’s behaviour in itself, we see that it
had an impact, the different videos being judged differently
by the participants. This was particularly clear for question
3 and 4, that is on backchannels that were more frequent
than expected and on the number of missed occasions to
backchannel. In some cases the values attributed to the two
points were more important than in some others, e.g. question 4 was typically of more value to Poppy, while question
3 of more value to Obadiah. However, there is no interaction
between the presented video and the backchannel definition,
thus, although there is an impact of the behaviour and the
input of the user, we see a general positive effect of the algorithm.
Thus our results show that the timing of the reactions of
a listening ECA is important and whether it is contingent or
not has a notable impact on the evaluation by a third party.
Our algorithm seems to react at appropriate times to the captured and processed audio and visual cues from a user in a
storytelling context. We can conclude that the results of our
perception study confirm that the Listener Intent Planner allows for better human-agent interactions than random timing.
7.2 Action Selection evaluation
The role of the AS module consists in determining the
type of backchannels to favour and adapt the frequency of
backchannels according to the personality of the agent. We
want to evaluate if the filtration by our Action Selection
module allows a better interpretation by the user in terms
of the personality of the agent.
From our corpus of videos, we select twelve video clips
of twenty seconds. The participants have to evaluate if the
frequency and the type of backchannels are appropriate and
their impression of the interaction according to a personality of the agent among the four possible. We have formulated
the hypotheses that the behaviour of the agent is more appropriate to its personality when our Action Selection module
is running:
H1: the frequency of the backchannels filtered by the AS
module should be more appropriate to the personality
of the agent.
H2: the type of the backchannels filtered by the AS module
should be more appropriate to the personality of the
agent.
Similarly to the first study, this one was accessed through
a Web site. Each evaluation page is composed of the description of a virtual agent’s personality, a reminder of instructions, and two videos. Before the participants can pass
to another page, they have to watch the two videos and answer two questions for each video concerning our two hypotheses: whether the agent reacts appropriately (BC type)
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Table 2 Number of backchannels (BC), reponse backchannels (RBC)
and mimicries (M) for the four personalities in the video clip (15 sec)
generated by the Action Selection module
Video

Obadiah

Poppy

Prudence

Spike

Nb of BC

3

8

4

6

Nb of RBC

3

5

1

5

Nb of M

0

3

3

1

and sufficiently (BC frequency) accordingly to the described
personality. Participants use a 5-point Likert scale, from
“not at all” to “completely” for the BC type and from “not
enough” to “too much” for the BC frequency.
We defined three conditions for each personality to evaluate the effect of the frequency and the type of backchannels
filtered by the AS module:
C1: variation of the backchannel frequency (with BC types
baseline)
C2: variation of the backchannel type (with BC frequency
baseline)
C3: variation of both
Concerning the baseline in C1, the AS module has
no preferences in choosing mimicry or response/reactive
backchannels. If there is a conflict, it selects the first one.
Concerning the baseline in C2, the Action Selection module
filters 50 % of the backchannels coming from the Listener
Intent Planner. These baselines are applied for the four personalities.
The evaluation contains twelve pages (four personalities
and three conditions for each) showed randomly. On each
page, we have one video with the correct personality (described on the page) in one of the three condition. The second video corresponds to one of the two personalities of the
other dimension. For example, if the defined personality is
outgoing (extroversion dimension) and the condition is the
BC frequency, a video of Poppy with this condition is placed
in a random position in the page (up or down). The second video is chosen randomly between Spike and Prudence
videos (neuroticism dimension) with the same condition.
Table 2 shows the number of backchannels in the video
generated by the Action Selection module according to the
four personalities. Their frequencies and types correspond
to our assumptions (see Table 1).
As we want to evaluate only the Action Selection module, we assume that the backchannels received from the Listener Intent Planner are appropriate and that their timing is
correct.
7.2.1 Results
Ninety three participants (57 women, 37 men) mainly from
France (80 %) took part in the study. Nearly half of the par-
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Fig. 6 Answer distribution for the BC frequency concerning the appropriate video for the four personalities (from 1: nor enough, 3: normal to 5: too much)

Table 5 Friedman’s ANOVA test results for hypothesis H2 on BC type

Table 3 ANOVA results for hypothesis H1 on BC frequency

BC type

BC frequency

n

Personality

3

9.737

0.000

*

Condition

3

18.032

0.000

*

Personality*Condition

6

1.369

0.225

F

p

BC frequency

n

X̄

Test t

p

Obadiah C2/C3

93

2.78/2.79

−0.101

0.460

2.84/3.13

−2.457

0.008

*
*

93

Prudence C2/C3

93

2.84/3.05

−1.818

0.036

Spike C2/C3

93

2.62/2.81

−1.592

0.057

n

Chi-Square

df

p

94

141.948

11

0.000

*

Table 6 Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test results for hypothesis H2 on BC
type

Table 4 Paired Samples T Test results for hypothesis H1 on BC frequency

Poppy C2/C3

Fig. 7 Answer distribution for the BC type concerning the appropriate
video for the four personalities (from 1: not at all to 5: completely)

ticipants has a computer science background (39 %), the remaining being mainly from psychology (21 %). The majority of the participants (78 %) were graduates or postgraduates and declared a good notion of computer use (very
good 55 %, good 35 %). Results showed that Spike’s personality was the easiest to recognize (62 %), followed by
Poppy’s and Obadiah’s (53 %). Prudence’s personality appeared to be the most difficult to identify (52 %).
To the question on the frequency of backchannels, the
majority of the participants answered that the agent reacts
adequately to the four personalities (see Fig. 6). This was
not the choice by default so the participants actively chose
this response. As the results are homogeneously distributed,
we performed an ANOVA and Paired samples tests to verify our hypothesis H1 on the selection of BC frequency. We
expected the C3 condition to be evaluated better by participants than the C2 condition.
The answers of the participants to the question on the
frequency of the backchannels show an effect (ANOVA,
p < 0.05) of the personality (see Table 3) and of the con-

BC type

n

X̄

p

Obadiah C1/C3

94

2.01/2.67

0.000

Poppy C1/C3

94

2.75/2.69

0.433

Prudence C1/C3

94

2.83/2.77

0.253

Spike C1/C3

94

1.91/2.01

0.182

*

dition but not of the interaction of personalities and conditions on the judgements (ANOVA, p > 0.05). The variations
of BC frequency (difference between the C2 and C3 conditions) for Poppy (outgoing) and Prudence (reliable) were
significant (t-test, p < 0.05) (see Table 4) and not significant for Obadiah (pessimistic) and Spike (aggressive) (ttest, p > 0.05). The participants consider that the C3 condition for Poppy and Prudence is better than the C2 condition.
Concerning the type of backchannels, the backchannels
are evaluated as appropriate for Poppy and moderately appropriate for Prudence and Obadiah and not appropriate for
Spike (see Fig. 7). As the results are not homogeneously distributed, we performed Friedman’s ANOVA and Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Test to verify our H2 hypotheses concerning
the BC type selection. We expected the C3 condition to be
evaluated better by participants than the C1 condition.
The answers of the participants to the question about
the appropriateness of the backchannels (type) are significant (Friedman test, p < 0.005) (see Table 5). The variation
of BC type (difference between conditions C1 and C3) for
Obadiah (pessimistic) is significant (p < 0.005) and not significant for the other personalities (p > 0.05) (see Table 6).
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The participants consider that only for Obadiah the C3 condition is better than the C1 condition.
7.2.2 Discussion
The main aim of this evaluation study was to check if
the variation of the generated BC type and frequency have
an impact on participant’s perception. The first hypothesis
was partially verified: although the attributions were higher
with the selection of BC frequency than that of alternatives,
the difference was not significant for some personalities.
The second hypothesis was verified only for Obadiah (pessimistic).
Concerning hypothesis H1, most of the participants
judged the frequency of backchannels as adequate to the personalities, however we obtained significant results only for
Poppy (outgoing) and Prudence (pragmatic). Agents who
perform a lot of backchannels are associated to extroversion; whereas agents who show a little less backchannels
than normal are considered pragmatic. We did not obtained
significant results for introversion. Maybe, since Prudence’s
and Obadiah’s backchannel frequency was quite similar (see
Table 2), participants easily mistook one for the other. As for
Spike, who is aggressive, people might have expected a even
higher frequency of backchannels (which was already high
in our settings).
Concerning hypothesis H2, the results for the hypothesis
H2 were not very conclusive for all the personalities (except
pessimistic). More evaluations are necessary to validate it.
We believe that a part of the problem was the adjective describing the personalities. They might not have been optimal
in conveying the meaning we were looking for. For instance,
participants said that they did not understand the adjective
“pragmatic” and they did not really know how a pragmatic
person reacts. If they did not have a clear idea about how the
agent should react, they could not see the difference in the
evaluation. Therefore, participants had difficulties in recognizing the video clip associated to the personalty described
on the evaluation page. These terms need to be clarified for
the next evaluations. Moreover participants also comment
on the difficulty to show aggression for Spike or express pessimism for Obadiah only through backchannels. We believe
it could explain the judgements that did not meet our expectations.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a computational model that generates the virtual agent’s behaviour while listening to a user,
taking into account the agent’s personality. The model is
composed by two modules: the Listener Intent Planner module that triggers backchannel signals according to the user’s
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visual and acoustic behaviour and the Action Selection module that, according to the agent’s personality, chooses the
type and the frequency of the backchannels to be displayed
by the agent. We evaluated our system through two perception studies. In the first study we evaluated that the timing of
the backchannels generated by the Listener Intent Planner
module allows for better human-agent interactions than random timing. Participants judged the interaction more successful and the agent more believable when the timing of
the backchannels is computed by our algorithm than when
it is randomly determined. In the second study we evaluated
that behaviour is interpreted as appropriate for a personality
when the backchannel frequency is linked with the extroversion dimension and the backchannel type is linked with the
neuroticism dimension. The evaluation showed that the selection of frequency of backchannels performed by our Action Selection module does contribute to the correct interpretation of the agent’s behaviour in terms of personality traits.
Concerning the type of backchannels, more evaluations are
necessary to validate our hypothesis.
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